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 by USDAgov   

The Cellar Bar & Restaurant 

"Lively Bar with Live Music"

Restaurant by day and lively bar by night, the Cellar has been a local

favorite since the 1970s. During the day, enjoy a hearty and delicious meal

from the varied a la carte menu, or indulge in the Cellar's legendary all-

day breakfast instead. The bar offers an excellent variety of libations as

well, with everything from beer and wine, to prosecco and cocktails. While

the Cellar's food and drink selection is reason enough for its fame, the bar

also features nightly entertainment, including cover bands, original singer-

songwriters, DJs, stand-up comedy and more. Trad music is showcased

every Sunday. Stop by the Cellar with family during the day for a delicious

meal and with friends at night for a rollicking good time.

 +353 91 56 3966  www.cellarbar.ie/  info@cellarbar.ie  12 Eglinton Street, Galway
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McCambridge's 

"Gourmet Foods Wines"

This long established, family-run business has a loyal base of regular

customers. In addition to the wide variety of fine foods on offer here, a

larger cash-and-carry store around the corner provides a range of goods

in bulk. McCambridge's has an excellent cheese selection, and also carries

the Epicure range and very good coffees. A well-chosen range of wines

and beers is also available. Homemade sandwiches are prepared at the

deli counter and incorporate various possible fillings and breads.

 +353 91 56 2259  Shop Street, Galway
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The Skeff Bar 

"Roomy Bar"

Colloquially known as the "Skeff", this is pub reflects the Irish tradition.

The wooden interior and traditional decor contribute to the comfortable

atmosphere. With six bar areas on different levels, The Skeff Bar is a great

place to meet friends and enjoy a drink. It usually gets fairly crowded at

weekends, so if you would rather sit than stand arrive early! On weekend

nights there is a late bar with a DJ providing the tunes.

 +353 91 56 3173  www.theskeff.ie/  info@theskeff.ie  Eyre Square, Galway
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Eyre House / Park House

Restaurant 

"Large, Elegant Restaurant in the Heart of

Galway"

This elegantly decorated restaurant is located close to the railway and bus

station in the heart of Galway. Booth seating creates an intimate

atmosphere in the dining room. The contemporary cuisine served is of a

consistently good standard and this restaurant has won the Bord
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Fáilte/Ballygowan award for excellence. A perusal of the menu yields such

culinary delights as Dublin Bay Prawns Thermidor, Seared Carna Scallops

Mornay, and Baked Dover Sole on the Bone. A full and varied wine list is

also available to perfectly accompany your meal.

 +353 91 56 4924  www.parkhousehotel.ie/re

staurant.html

 reservations@parkhouseho

tel.ie

 17 Forster Street, Galway

 by marfis75   

Ard Bia at Nimmos 

"A Touch of Romance"

Formerly an old smokehouse, this restored stone building is one of the

coziest places to relax during the Galway winter. Nimmo's features

creatively prepared fish and shellfish. The space also serves as a wine bar.

In the summer, the view from the windows allows you to watch sunsets

over the river. Beyond the stone-clad exterior and up the stairs is a lovely

dining area with local artwork on display. At night the stars shine through

the skylight, adding to the romantic atmosphere.

 +353 91 56 1114  www.ardbia.com/  reservations@ardbia.com  Long Walk, Spanish Arch,

Galway

 by jules:stonesoup   

Anton's Cafe 

"Popular Cafe"

This little cafe specializes in healthy yet yummy lunchtime food, featuring

tasty, generous sandwiches and salads. The emphasis is on focaccia

rather than a fry-up, but you can indulge yourself with the homemade

desserts offered. The decor is somewhat baroque, with the exception of

the huge black and white photograph of an Italian train station. Anton

Cafe fills up quickly for lunch. So sneak in early to be sure of getting a

table.

 +353 91 56 7801  www.antonscafe.com/  info@antonscafe.com  Father Griffin Road, Galway
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